
Main Bridewell, Cheapside, Liverpool 
 
Background 
 
The decision not to build the Daily Courts building and Bridewell*, which was to 
have incorporated the vast ventilation chimney mentioned in the description of St 
George’s Hall, meant that the city would still require a Main Bridewell and so the 
Cheapside Bridewell, to the design of John Weightman, City Surveyor, was erected in 
1859. This is one of very few prisons in existence which still has the original 
‘Pentonville Pattern’ cell arrangement with integrated heating and ventilation in 
working order. 
 
Vast and rapid improvements had been made to prisons in the late 18th and early 19th 
Centuries, particularly in terms of ventilation and sanitation, following the 
recommendations of the Social Reformer, John Howard. Up to the end of the 18th 
Century the incidence of Typhus (known as ‘Gaol Fever’) in prisons was very bad and 
almost out of control. Ironically, Howard himself succumbed to Typhus in 1790 after 
visiting a prison in Russia. 
 
Until Howard’s ‘The State of Prisons in England and Wales’ (1777), prisons were not 
considered to be a place of punishment, they were only used to hold debtors or 
persons awaiting trial. The outcome of the trial would usually involve a fine, physical 
punishment, disfigurement or death, there was no allowance for incarceration. The 
punishment of ‘Transportation Over The Seas’, although practiced on a small scale to 
The Americas only really began in 1787 when the ‘First Fleet’ sailed to Australia. 
Before the reforms of Howard, prisons in the United Kingdom were merely holding 
areas where prisoners of all ages and both sexes were held in large communal spaces. 
Jailers usually had to be bribed for food, alcohol was often available and it was not 
uncommon for women to deliberately get arrested in order to be with their men so 
harsh discipline was certainly not the order of the day! 
 
Concurrent with Howard’s prison reform movement here, the Quaker movement in 
Philadelphia, under William Penn, was bringing about changes in attitudes to 
punishment of prisoners. Penn had been imprisoned himself in England for his 
Quaker beliefs and this experience had had a great effect on him. Philadelphia 
abolished the death penalty in about 1780 (except for murder) and the Quakers then 
conceived the notion of the ‘Penitentiary’, where prisoners could do penance for their 
crimes and spend time in silent contemplation. The Penitentiary building would be 
designed so that the prisoners were, as far as possible, kept totally separated from one 
another. This involved individual cells and individual exercise yards as well as a 
chapel where each prisoner sat in his own booth unable to see any of the other 
inmates. Prisoners were given a number and names were not used. 
 
*The first  Bridewell was a prison in London originating in the 16th century, the building had been a 
Royal Palace of Henry VIII. It was given to the city by Edward VI for the housing of homeless children 
and the punishment of ‘disorderly women’ (unmarried mothers!) but soon afterwards became a general 
prison. The Bridewell Palace was so named because of its location near to a well dedicated to St Bride. 
It became common practice for a town-centre jail, especially one next to a court-house, to be known as 
a ‘Bridewell’. 
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The first large prison built on the lines of the Quakers’ ‘Separate System’ was Eastern 
State Penitentiary in Philadelphia this was designed by an English architect, John 
Haviland and was opened in 1829, although not completed until 1836. The radial 
layout of the cell blocks was not revolutionary, this approach had already been used in 
several prisons in the United Kingdom, however, Eastern State was the first such 
building to have central heating, integral ventilation and flush toilets. When 
completed it was the largest building in America.  
 
John Haviland had been a pupil of James Elmes (father of Harvey Lonsdale Elmes, 
architect of St George’s Hall) from 1811 to 1815 and James Elmes may have raised 
Haviland’s interest in prison design because he had published notes on prisons 
following John Howard’s reports. However, Haviland moved to Russia in 1815 at the 
invitation of his uncle, Count Mordwinoff, and this no doubt influenced his interest in 
prisons because Mordwinoff was a close friend of John Howard and had actually been 
with him when he died of typhus. In Russia Haviland met John Quincy Adams who 
persuaded him to emigrate to America. Adams was later to become sixth President of 
the United States. 
 
Following Haviland’s move to Philadelphia in 1816 he quickly became established as 
one of the leading architects there even though he was only 24 years old and he had 
already designed a number of buildings before he won the competition to design a 
new prison in 1821. This building was required to accommodate the ‘Separate’ or 
‘Pennsylvania System’ outlined above which not only minimised contact between 
prisoners but also incorporated ‘feed doors’ in each cell so that the prisoners rarely 
even saw the guards.  
 
The ‘Separate System’ actually originated in Gloucester Prison in 1782, this was one 
of a number of new prisons which were built in England following John Howard’s 
reforms but health and hygiene were still found to be a problem and a House of Lords 
Select Committee was formed in 1835 and required to report on ‘The Present State of 
the Gaols and Houses of Correction’. Two members of this Committee, Alexander 
Crawford and William Whitworth Russell, duly visited Eastern State Penitentiary and 
reported back. Their main criticisms were centred round the problems of sound 
transfer and environmental control. Eastern State relied on air grilles in the outer wall 
for fresh air and, in addition, pre-warmed air passed from the lower cells to the cells 
immediately above, allowing communication between prisoners. Some of the cells 
had hot water pipes to provide central heating and this again allowed communication 
by tapping on the pipes. Similarly, the flush toilets were all connected to a communal 
supply. 
 
The Select Committee called on Michael Faraday and David Boswell Reid (ventilator 
to St George’s Hall and the Houses of Parliament) to advise about correcting the 
deficiencies outlined above in any new prisons in England. An Act was passed in 
1837 whereby all prison design had to be approved by the Secretary of State and in 
1839, Major Joshua Jebb was seconded from the army to act as technical advisor on 
prison design. The result of all this was the ‘Model Prison based on the separate 
system’ in Caledonian Road in Pentonville, which was to become the pattern for 
prison design throughout the Commonwealth as well as much of Europe. 
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Liverpool Main Bridewell, Cheapside 
 
 

 
View from Cheapside 

 
Heating and Ventilation 
 
In ‘Pentonville Pattern’ prisons the problems of communication between prisoners 
and lack of environmental control did not arise. Liverpool’s Main Bridewell in 
Cheapside is such a building. Each cell has an entirely independent air supply duct 
and an entirely independent air extract duct, these are built into the walls of the 
building. Even the feed cisterns for the WCs, in the attic, are separate and each WC 
discharges separately into a sewage holding tank in the basement so communication 
via the pipes is not possible. In addition, the walls between the cells are 450mm thick 
so tapping on the walls has no effect. 
 

 
Air Intake in corner of courtyard 
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The building has been designed to operate as follows:- 
 

1. Fresh air was taken at low level through two ducts from the central 
courtyard into two air warming chambers about 2.0m by 1.5m by 4.0m 
high in the basement. 
 

2. The air was warmed in each chamber by means of pipe coils of about 
25.0m of 100mm diameter pipe.  
 

3. Air supply ducts lead from the air-warming chambers horizontally 
following the lines of the two corridors and just below ground floor level. 
These are about 750mm square. 

 
 

 
The finned pipes to the right pass directly under the ground floor corridor 

 
4. Vertical ducts about 200mm square supplying each individual cell, run 

upwards from the main supply ducts within the wall between the cells and 
the corridors. 

 
5. These vertical supply ducts rise up through the wall immediately adjacent 

to the right-hand side of each cell door and an adjustable damper on the 
corridor side of the wall allows air from the corridor to be mixed with the 
warmed supply air before it enters the cell through a grille (650mm by 
150mm) placed centrally over each door. The damper can be adjusted from 
the inside or the outside but there is a locking mechanism on the outside 
which would have allowed the jailers to limit the maximum temperature in 
each cell. 
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Corridor side of air mixing damper 

 
 
 

 
Details of typical cell 

 
 

 
 

6. Immediately above the inlet grille there is a small circular hole about 
160mm in diameter, which passes right through the cell wall. This 
originally housed a gas light providing light into the corridor as well as the 
cell. Each gas light had its own flue rising within the wall to terminate at 
the ridge of the roof. 

 



 
Air inlet grille with gas light housing over 

 
 

7. The main extract duct for each cell is incorporated within the external wall 
of the building and this allowed for removal of vitiated air from each cell. 
The prisoners had no control over the rate of extract from their cell. Air 
was drawn through a grille (about 400mm by 150mm) at floor level into a 
vertical flue within the external wall and each of these vertical flues 
terminated in one of four large (up to 1250mm square) brick ducts running 
in the roof space. 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Air extract grille at base of outside wall, screen on right hides WC 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

8. These large ducts in the roof space are connected to the base of one of two 
large chimneys each about 2.0m in diameter and rising about 5.0m above 
roof level. Large fires were originally burned inside these chimneys to 
provide the draught necessary to draw foul air up from each cell, although 
it would probably not have been necessary to burn these in cold weather 
because stack effect may have been sufficient. At some point after 
electricity became available in the building axial fans have been installed 
in these chimneys. 

 
 



 
Brick duct on left feeds into base of exhaust chimney where fire was burned in summer 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Section at roof showing horizontal extract ducts and chimney 

 
 
 
 



 
Circular ventilation stacks rising above roof 

 
 
 
Tracer gas measurements of ventilation rate in one of the ground floor cells were 
made by Michael Barber and Neil Sturrock in November 1974 and these indicated a 
ventilation rate of 4.5 air changes per hour based on stack effect alone. This would 
suggest that burning fires in the chimneys in addition would have given more than 
adequate ventilation to each cell during normal use. 
 
Update 
 
The Cheapside Bridewell ceased to operate as a prison in 1997, although it had only 
really been used for short-term Remand Prisoners or prisoners waiting to be dealt with 
in the adjacent Magistrates Court for a while before then. It had last been used to 
capacity following the Strangeways Riots of 1990 when the ringleaders of that 
episode were subjected to its Spartan regime. It was described by the Chairman of the 
Merseyside Police Authority as ‘the worst jail in Britain’ in 1991 and as ‘inhumane’ 
by the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture in 1994. 
 
It was reportedly sold to developers for £600,000 in 2007 but is Grade II Listed. 
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